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ABSTRACT
We use a sample of 1338 spectroscopically confirmed and photometrically classified Type Ia
Supernovae (SNe Ia), sourced from the CSP, CfA, SDSS-II, and SNLS supernova samples, to
examine the relationships between SNe Ia and the galaxies that host them. Our results provide
confirmation with improved statistical significance that SNe Ia, after standardization, are on
average more luminous in massive hosts (significance > 5σ), and decline more rapidly in massive
hosts (significance > 9σ) and in hosts with low specific star formation rates (significance > 8σ).
We study the variation of these relationships with redshift and detect no evolution. We split
SNe Ia into pairs of subsets that are based on the properties of the hosts, and fit cosmological
models to each subset. Including both systematic and statistical uncertainties, we do not find
any significant shift in the best-fit cosmological parameters between the subsets. Among different
SN Ia subsets, we find that SNe Ia in hosts with high specific star formation rates have the least
intrinsic scatter (σint = 0.08± 0.01) in luminosity after standardization.
Subject headings: galaxies: supernova hosts – stars: type Ia supernova – cosmology: dark energy
1. Introduction
The standardization of SN Ia luminosities
(Phillips 1993, Tripp 1998) and their subsequent
use as distance indicators led to the surprising
discovery that the expansion of the universe is
accelerating (Riess et al. 1998, Perlmutter et al.
1999). Present observations (Planck Collabora-
tion et al. 2015) are consistent with the idea that
the current epoch of acceleration is being driven
by a cosmological constant (Weinberg 1989). At
present, systematic uncertainties in SN Ia cosmo-
logical measurements are comparable with statis-
tical uncertainties (Betoule et al. 2014; hereafter
B14). Currently, the largest source of system-
atic uncertainty comes from calibration. It is not
unreasonable to suppose that, as calibrations im-
prove, the astrophysics of SNe Ia may become an
important source of systematic uncertainty.
It is well established that there are correlations
between the brightness of SNe Ia and the galaxies
that host them (e.g., Sullivan et al. 2010, Chil-
dress et al. 2013 etc. and discussed below). Over
the range of redshifts where SNe Ia are used in
cosmology, the galaxy population evolves signifi-
cantly. At higher redshifts, galaxies were, on aver-
age, younger, less massive, and were forming many
more stars. As the average properties of galaxies
evolve with redshift, so will the average properties
of the SN Ia population, and this, in combinations
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with the magnitude-limited selection of SNe Ia,
may lead to biases in cosmological parameters.
A number of studies show the existence of cor-
relations between the properties of SNe Ia and
the properties of galaxies that host them. Some
studies (e.g., Neill et al. 2009, Kelly et al. 2010,
Lampeitl et al. 2010b, Sullivan et al. 2010) used
multiband photometry, while others (e.g., Gal-
lagher et al. 2008, D’Andrea et al. 2011) used
spectra to derive host galaxy properties. Some
used both (e.g., Childress et al. 2013, Pan et al.
2014, Campbell et al. 2016, Wolf et al. 2016).
With variable significance, most studies show sim-
ilar results, namely that SNe Ia are brighter (after
correcting for color and light-curve width) when
hosted in high-mass and low-sSFR1 galaxies, that
SNe Ia have narrower stretch (or are faster declin-
ing) when hosted in high-mass, low-sSFR galax-
ies, and that redder SNe Ia appear in massive,
older, and higher metallicity hosts. Galbany et al.
(2012), using SDSS data, found that the color of
SNe Ia in spiral galaxies become bluer as they ap-
proach the centers of their hosts.
Other studies have used the properties of the
host to select subsamples of SNe Ia that have
smaller Hubble residuals. Splitting host galaxies
into different morphological types, Sullivan et al.
(2003) found a smaller scatter in the Hubble di-
agram with SNe Ia in early-type galaxies. Hill
et al. (2016) recently showed with lower signifi-
cance (1.4σ), that SNe Ia exploding in the out-
skirts of galaxies have smaller Hubble residuals.
Using integral field spectroscopy data, Rigault
et al. (2013) discovered that SNe Ia in hosts that
are locally emitting Hα are more homogenous.
Recently Kelly et al. (2015) found that SNe Ia in
hosts with high ultraviolet surface brightness can
be calibrated to yield precise (∼ 3− 4%) distance
measurements. Previously, Hayden et al. (2013)
showed that metallicity can be used to reduce the
Hubble residual.
It is not clear what drives these correlations.
Dust, progenitor age, progenitor metallicity or
a combination of all three could be responsible.
Recent work (Childress et al. 2014) qualitatively
showed that the observed trends in the Hubble
residual offset with host mass may come from pro-
genitor age differences. The evolution of these off-
1specific Star Formation Rate
sets between host types with redshift, not known
conclusively, may introduce additional complexity.
Cosmological parameters seem not to differ
when they are derived from SNe Ia in different
host environments. For example, Sullivan et al.
(2011) derived cosmological parameters with SNe
Ia in low-mass and high-mass hosts and find no
significant difference in the derived cosmological
parameters. Similarly, Campbell et al. (2016) also
did not find any significant shifts in cosmological
parameters when host galaxy properties are used
as a correction term in deriving SN Ia luminosities.
Studying the impact these correlations have on
SN Ia cosmology is becoming increasingly impor-
tant as SN Ia surveys become larger, such as DES2
and LSST3, where many thousands of SNe Ia will
be discovered over a broad redshift range. For
example, DES will mostly use redshifts from SN
Ia host galaxies when constructing SN Ia Hub-
ble diagram. These redshifts will come from large
spectroscopic campaigns such as OzDES4, where
it is easier to obtain redshifts from massive, star-
forming galaxies (Yuan et al. 2015). A DES SN
Ia sample will therefore be biased in terms of host
properties.
Host galaxy properties from different surveys
are derived in different ways. When compiling
such a sample from different surveys to study SNe
Ia properties in their host galaxies, it is desirable
to have host galaxy properties derived in a uniform
manner. In this paper we build a sample of litera-
ture SNe Ia along with their host galaxy properties
derived consistently from ugriz photometry. Our
study is the first one to use such a large sample of
SNe Ia to study the relations between the proper-
ties of SN Ia and their hosts. With this uniform
sample we study how SN Ia stretch (x1), color (c),
and Hubble residual (∆µ) vary with host galaxy
properties such as stellar mass, sSFR, and galaxy
shape. We also study how the properties of SNe
Ia depend where they explode in their hosts. For
a given property of the host (e.g., mass), we split
the sample into two subsets (e.g., low-mass and
high-mass). We then study the properties of SNe
Ia in these subsets and search for differences. We
also study the redshift evolution of these differ-
2http://darkenergysurvey.org
3http://www.lsst.org
4http://www.mso.anu.edu.au/ozdes/
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ences. We fit cosmological models within ΛCDM
and wCDM to each subset and look at the shifts
in best-fit cosmological parameters. Throughout
this paper we have assumed the universe is flat.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we describe our sample. In Section 3, we
describe our results on the offsets of SN Ia prop-
erties between subsets, the redshift evolution of
these offsets, and cosmological fits to these sub-
sets. We compare our results with other published
studies in Section 4 along with other topic. We
conclude by summarizing in Section 5 and discuss
future prospects.
2. Sample
2.1. Supernova Surveys
In this paper, we combine two different com-
pilations of SNe Ia. In one compilation, all the
SNe Ia are spectroscopically confirmed, and in the
other compilation, all the SNe Ia are photomet-
rically classified with no real-time spectroscopic
confirmation. Redshifts for the later compilation
come from spectra of their host galaxies. The SN
Ia samples in this paper come from the following
surveys:
SuperNova Legacy Survey (SNLS): SNLS
pioneered the rolling survey, where the same patch
of the sky is repeatedly imaged to discover new su-
pernovae, while at the same time obtaining light
curves of previously discovered SNe. The SNLS
survey was conducted between 2002 and 2008 with
the 3.6 meter Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope
(CFHT) located atop the summit of Mauna Kea
on the island of Hawai’i. The instrument Mega-
Cam (Boulade et al. 2003) was used to image four
one-square degree fields located in areas of low
galactic extinction in the gM , rM , iM , and zM
bands. Each field was visited four or five times
during each lunar cycle. Images were processed
quickly to detect live transients using two differ-
ent pipelines (Perrett et al. 2010). In the redshift
range 0.2 < z < 1.1, SNLS discovered ∼ 1000 su-
pernovae from 5 years of data (B14), of which 427
are spectroscopically confirmed to be of type SN Ia
(Balland et al. in preparation). For spectroscopic
confirmation, several 8-10 meter telescopes were
used, including the Gemini North and South tele-
scopes, the Very Large Telescope, and the Keck
telescopes. SN spectra have been published in sev-
eral papers, including Howell et al. (2005), Bron-
der et al. (2008), Ellis et al. (2008), Balland et al.
(2009), and Walker et al. (2011). Analysis and
classification of SN spectra are described in Howell
et al. (2005) , Balland et al. (2009) and (Balland et
al. in preparation). Of the spectroscopic sample,
242 SNe Ia were used for the 3-year cosmological
analysis in Conley et al. (2011) and in Sullivan
et al. (2011) in contrast to the first year cosmolog-
ical analysis, in which 71 SNe Ia were used (Astier
et al. 2006). Using the same 3-year sample, stud-
ies of the host galaxies were undertaken in Sullivan
et al. (2010) and in Sullivan et al. (2011).
On the other hand, a deferred analysis of the
first three years of SNLS data has also been con-
ducted independently of the real-time pipelines.
This analysis led to the definition of a sample of
485 photometrically identified SNe Ia, as presented
in Bazin et al. (2011). In this sample, 246 events
are also part of the spectroscopic sample. Among
the 239 remaining events, host spectroscopic red-
shifts have been obtained for 92 events in dedi-
cated observations at the AAOmega spectrograph
(Lidman et al. 2013). These 92 events make the
subsample of the SNLS photometric sample used
in this paper.
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) - II Su-
pernova Survey: The SDSS-II supernova survey
used the 2.5 meter SDSS telescope (Gunn et al.
2006) located at the Apache Point Observatory
in New Mexico, USA. In this program, a part of
the sky called stripe 82 was repeatedly scanned in
the ugriz bands for supernovae during the north-
ern falls of 2005, 2006, and 2007. Stripe 82 is a
2.5◦ wide area along the celestial equator between
right ascensions of 20h and 04h. Each observation
consisted of a scan with an equivalent exposure
time of 55 seconds simultaneously in the ugriz
bands. Live transients were identified using image-
subtraction. Scene modeling photometry (Holtz-
man et al. 2008) was used to derive light-curves
after the transients were discovered.
Visual inspection and model fitting of the light-
curves were performed to select SN Ia candidates,
which were then spectroscopically confirmed us-
ing a number of telescopes (Frieman et al. 2008).
Spectra were analysed to determine SN types as
described in Zheng et al. (2008). SDSS-II has re-
leased the final version of the light-curves of all
transients from the full 3-year survey in Sako et al.
3
(2014). Among them are ∼500 spectroscopically
confirmed SNe Ia and ∼900 photometrically iden-
tified SNe Ia with host spectroscopic redshifts.
SDSS-II supernovae are in the intermediate red-
shift range with z < 0.5. Using the spectroscopi-
cally confirmed SNe Ia, the first year cosmological
results were shown in Lampeitl et al. (2010a). A
number of papers were also dedicated to analyzing
the host galaxies, such as Lampeitl et al. (2010b),
D’Andrea et al. (2011), Gupta et al. (2011), Camp-
bell et al. (2016), and Wolf et al. (2016). SDSS-II
has used photometrically identified SNe Ia (Camp-
bell et al. 2013) to place constraints on cosmolog-
ical parameters.
The most recent analysis presenting cosmolog-
ical constraints that include SNe Ia from SNLS
and SDSS is the Joint Light-curve Analysis (JLA;
B14). An important aspect of this analysis is that
the photometry of both SNLS and SDSS-II SNe
Ia have been recalibrated with respect to the HST
CALSPEC standards (Bohlin & Gilliland 2004).
Light-curve fitting criteria to create a sample for
cosmological study are described in Guy et al.
(2010).
Carnegie Supernova Project (CSP): The
CSP was conducted between 2004 and 2009
(Hamuy et al. 2006) at the Las Campanas Ob-
servatory in Chile using several telescopes, most
notably the 1 meter Swope and 2.5 meter du Pont
telescopes. Unlike the rolling surveys (e.g. SNLS
and SDSS-II), the supernovae observed by CSP
were first discovered in surveys that searched
nearby galaxies, such as the Lick Observatory
Supernova Search (Li et al. 2000). CSP has
obtained light-curves in the u′gir′i′BV Y JHKs
bands, which range from the near-ultraviolet to
the near-infrared. The photometric data were re-
leased in two stages: DR1 (Contreras et al. 2010)
and DR2 (Stritzinger et al. 2011) and consist of
∼ 100 SNe Ia within z < 0.07. CSP has also devel-
oped their own light-curve fitting software called
SNooPy (see Sec. 2.2).
Centre for Astrophysics (CfA) Super-
nova Survey: Astronomers at the Harvard-
Smithsonian CfA have been collecting photometric
and spectroscopic data of local SNe Ia since 1993
(Riess et al. 1999). The CfA supernova program
uses the 1.2 meter telescope at the Fred Lawrence
Whipple observatory using the UBV Ir′i′ bands.
They have four successive data releases: CfA1 (22
SNe Ia, Riess et al. 1999), CfA2 (44 SNe Ia, Jha
et al. 2007), CfA3 (185 SNe Ia, Hicken et al. 2009),
and CfA4 (94 SNe Ia, Hicken et al. 2012). SNe
Ia from CfA3 were extensively used to study host
galaxies in Kelly et al. (2010) and in Neill et al.
(2009).
SNe Ia from various surveys that are used in
this paper are summarized in Table 1 and Table
2.
2.2. SN Ia Light-Curve Fitting
SN surveys produce light-curves (photometric
points at different epochs) that we use to derive
light-curve parameters. Guy et al. (2010) stud-
ied in detail the sampling requirements needed to
obtain reliable estimates of the light-curve param-
eters. Following that paper and defining SN Ia
phase as τ = (Tobs − Tmax)/(1 + z), where Tobs
is the epoch of observation and Tmax is the epoch
of the maximum brightness in the B-band, these
requirements are:
1. Four measurements or more within −10 <
τ < +35 days
2. At least one measurement in the range
−10 < τ < +5 days and one in the range
+5 < τ < +20 days
3. One measurement or more in at least in two
filters in the range −8 < τ < +10 days
We use SNe Ia that pass these sampling criteria
and fit their light-curves with a light-curve fitter
to determine SN Ia properties such as light-curve
width or stretch5, color, and peak B-band magni-
tude. Stretch and color are necessary for correct-
ing the observed peak B-band magnitudes. They
are also important for the photometric selection
described in Sec. 2.3.2.
There are a handful light-curve fitters avail-
able. They are: the Spectral Adaptive Light-curve
Template (SALT, Guy et al. 2007), the Multicolor
Light Curve Shape (MLCS, Riess et al. 1997),
and the SuperNovae in Object Oriented Python
(SNooPy). In this paper, we use SALT version 2.4
(hereafter SALT2.46) as it is the most widely used
5Throughout the paper we will use the term stretch.
6http://supernovae.in2p3.fr/salt/doku.php
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and tested light-curve fitter in the literature. Un-
like some other light-curve fitters, SALT2.4 does
not separate intrinsic SN Ia color from reddening
by dust in the host. SALT2.4 provides a num-
ber of executables to derive properties of SNe Ia.
For example, snfit is used to derive stretch, color
and peak B-band magnitudes and their uncertain-
ties. The other useful executable is snmag, which
calculates rest-frame griz-band magnitudes at the
time of B-band peak brightness. We use these
magnitudes to perform color-magnitude selection
of photometrically classified SNe Ia as described
next.
2.3. SN Ia Selection Criteria
2.3.1. Spectroscopically Confirmed Sample
Table 1 lists the number of spectroscopically
confirmed SNe Ia from the surveys that are used
in this paper. The numbers here are smaller than
the number of SNe Ia discovered in these surveys
because we restrict our study to SNe Ia for which
host galaxies are clearly identified. Some studies
(e.g., Sullivan et al. 2010) have used apparently
host-less SNe Ia by placing an upper limit of host
mass. This essential criteria only affects SNe Ia
from SDSS-II and SNLS. Using this criteria, we
lose 18% of the SNe Ia from SNLS, and 15% of
the SNe Ia from SDSS-II. Host galaxies are al-
ways identified for SNe Ia from CSP and CfA as
these surveys followed SNe Ia that were discovered
in nearby galaxies. For SDSS-II and SNLS, SN
Ia light-curves come from JLA (B14). For CSP,
CfA3, and CfA4, we have obtained light-curves
from the corresponding sources listed in Table 1.
The total number of spectroscopically confirmed
SNe Ia used in this paper is 583.
Table 1: Spectroscopically confirmed SN Ia sample
used in this paper.
Source Number Reference
CSP 27 Stritzinger et al. (2011)
CfA3 32 Hicken et al. (2009)
CfA4 17 Hicken et al. (2012)
SDSS 311 Sako et al. (2014)
SNLS 196 Betoule et al. (2014)
Total 583
Spectroscopically confirmed SNe Ia are less
likely to have been misclassified compared to their
photometrically identified counterparts, since the
classification is made from spectral features.
2.3.2. Photometrically Classified Sample
Table 2 lists the number of photometrically
classified SNe Ia from each survey that are used in
this paper. In this case, since their identification
relies on their light-curves and host spectroscopic
redshifts, the contamination from other transients
will be higher. In order to minimize the contami-
nation without loosing too many real SNe Ia, the
photometric selection of SNe Ia needs a few extra
steps beyond the light-curve sampling.
Table 2: Photometrically classified SN Ia sample
used in this paper. Redshifts for these SNe Ia come
from there host galaxy. SNe Ia listed in this table
do not appear in the spectroscopic sample.
Source Number Reference
SDSS 661 Sako et al. (2014)
SNLS 94 Bazin et al. (2011)
Total 755
In this paper, photometrically classified SN
Ia samples come from SDSS-II (full survey) and
SNLS (3-year survey). We summarize the SN Ia
selection process for these two surveys.
Transient objects from the SDSS-II supernova
survey are first identified using the SDSS-II dif-
ference imaging pipeline (Sako et al. 2008). Tran-
sients with positive flux, 3 sigma above the noise
level, in at least two contiguous pixels, are selected
for further analysis. SDSS-II uses the PSNID
(Photometric SuperNova IDentification) software
to identify different SN types from the identified
transients (Sako et al. 2011). The software cal-
culates Bayesian probabilities of a transient be-
ing of Type Ia, Ib/c, or Type-II SN by compar-
ing observed photometry against a grid of SN
Ia and core-collapse templates. An extension of
PSNID adopts a kd-tree Nearest-Neighbour algo-
rithm (PSNID/NN) to further refine the classi-
fication. Using PSNID as an initial fitter and
PSNID/NN as the secondary method, the SDSS-II
photometric selection has the following criteria:
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1. PIa > PIbc and PIa > PII
2. PNN,Ia > PNN,Ibc and PNN,Ia > PNN,II
3. Pfit > 0.01
where P is the Bayesian probability. The light-
curve sampling has the requirements of at least
two observations between −5 ≤ τ ≤ +5 days and
+5 ≤ τ ≤ +15 days, where τ has been defined
previously in Sec. 2.2.
SNLS uses SALT (version 2.0) to produce syn-
thetic light-curves needed to compare with ob-
served light-curves. SN-like events are selected
using four steps. These are (Bazin et al. 2011)
:
1. Searching for a significant flux variation
2. Checking a SN-like variation in multiple fil-
ters
3. At least one pre-max and one post-max data
point in both iM and rM within −30 <
Tmax < +60, where Tmax is the epoch of
peak brightness
After selecting SN-like events SNLS performs
further selection to find SN Ia. These criteria are:
1. At least one measurement in the range
−10 < τ < +5
2. At least one measurement in the range +5 <
τ < +20
3. At least one color measurement in the range
−10 < τ < +35 from (g − r), (r − z), or
(i− z)
4. Reject SNe Ia with poor fits. Requirements
are χ2ν < 10 of the g-band and χ
2
ν < 8 for r,
i, and z
Two more selection steps are required for keep-
ing the purity of objects selected as SNe Ia high.
The first of these is a stretch-color (x1 − c) cut.
This selection is motivated by inspecting the dis-
tribution of spectroscopically confirmed SNe Ia in
the x1−c plane. SNe Ia that are spectroscopically
confirmed are tightly concentrated in the central
region of the x1 − c plane (see Fig. 1). Nearly all
of the spectroscopically confirmed SNe Ia can be
enclosed by an ellipsoidal region. On the other
hand, photometrically identified SNe Ia are more
scattered in the x1 − c plane. The scatter can be
due to 1) contaminations from non-SNe Ia and 2)
larger photometric errors as SNe Ia in the photo-
metrically classified sample are, on average, more
distant and therefore fainter.
We apply an ellipsoidal cut of the form of(
x1
a
)2
+
(
c
b
)2
< 1 (1)
to remove outliers. Here a and b are the semi-
major and semi-minor axes of the ellipse. They
can be defined from observation or from simula-
tion. For our sample, we have used a = 4 and
b = 0.35, which we adopt from Bazin et al. (2011).
The stretch-color ellipsoidal cut is shown in Fig. 1.
The second cut is applied to a color and magni-
tude diagram. Observations show that the SNLS
SNe Ia that are spectroscopically confirmed form
a thin band in color-magnitude space, such as the
one shown in Fig. 2. Objects below this thin band
are more likely to be core-collapse SNe. For the
SNLS sample, Bazin et al. (2011) showed that
the color-magnitude cuts can improve the purity
of SNe Ia by removing core-collapse SNe that
were not removed from the previous ellipsoidal
cut. In the SNLS sample, three sequential color-
magnitude cuts are applied. These are g− i vs. g,
r − z vs. r, and i − z vs. z. For the SDSS-II SN
Ia sample, Campbell et al. (2013) find that a cut
in g − r vs. g is sufficient.
For the SNLS photometric SN Ia sample, which
comes from Bazin et al. (2011), ellipsoidal and
color-magnitude cuts were already applied. In this
paper, we apply these two cuts only to the SDSS-
II sample. An example of the color-magnitude cut
is shown in Fig. 2. By visual inspection we adopt
the following color-magnitude criteria:
g − r < 0.4× (g − 21.5) (2)
After these two final cuts, the number of SNe Ia
from the SDSS-II photometrically classified sam-
ple drops from 944 to 661. We note that none
of the photometrically classified SN Ia appears in
the spectroscopically confirmed SN Ia sample. We
show the distribution of SN Ia redshift, stretch,
color, and Hubble residual in Fig. 3 for both the
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Fig. 1.— Stretch-color cut. Blue circles are the
photometrically classified SNe Ia that are selected
after applying the ellipsoidal cut. The boundary
of the ellipse is black. For comparison we also
show spectroscopically confirmed SNe Ia as red di-
amonds. Note how the scatter in the x1 − c plane
is smaller for spectroscopically confirmed SNe Ia.
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Fig. 2.— Rest-frame color-magnitude cut for the
SDSS-II photometrically classified SN Ia sample.
Blue dots are the SNe Ia that are rejected after
the color-magnitude cut is applied. We draw a line
according to Equation 2 that approximately sep-
arates fainter and redder objects from those that
form a band in the color-magnitude plane. Red
dots are the photometrically classified SNe Ia that
we keep. For comparison we show spectroscopi-
cally confirmed SNe Ia from SDSS-II as grey dots.
spectroscopically confirmed and the photometri-
cally classified SN Ia samples.
It is clear from these distributions that the pho-
tometrically classified SN Ia sample differs from
the spectroscopically confirmed SN Ia sample. SN
Ia in the photometrically classified sample are on
average at larger distances. This is because it is
more difficult to obtain the spectra of SNe Ia at
higher redshifts.
SNe Ia in the photometrically classified sam-
ple are on average redder. Due to Malmquist
bias, there is a bias against selecting redder and
fainter SNe Ia in the spectroscopically confirmed
sample. This bias is less for the photometrically
classified sample, so the SNe Ia in the photo-
metrically classified sample are therefore redder.
We also find SNe Ia in the photometrically classi-
fied sample tend to have lower stretch. This can
be explained in two ways: 1) due to Malmquist
bias, there is a bias against selecting narrower and
therefore fainter SNe Ia in the spectroscopically
selected sample, and 2) it is easy to get redshifts
for brighter, more massive host galaxies. As pre-
vious studies have found (and we will also see)
more massive hosts contain lower stretch SNe Ia.
Finally, we find a wider spread in the Hubble resid-
ual for the SNe Ia in the photometrically classified
sample. This follows from the larger distance to
these SNe Ia which makes them fainter and pho-
tometric uncertainties larger.
Finally, we show how SN Ia stretch and color
varies with redshift. From Fig. 4 (left), we find
that the SN Ia stretch tends to increase with red-
shift. Larger stretch means the SNe Ia brighten
and fade slowly. Howell et al. (2007) predict a 6%
increase in SN Ia stretch from z = 0 to z = 1.5.
This increase in stretch is expected from the SN
Ia delay time 7 distribution and Malmquist bias.
At higher redshifts, the delay time distribution
is dominated by SNe Ia that explode soon after
the progenitors form (the so-called prompt SNe
Ia). Prompt SNe Ia are thought to have broader
light curves (Childress et al. 2014). We also see
from Fig. 4 (right) that SNe Ia are bluer at higher
redshifts. This is due to Malmquist bias. Bluer
SNe Ia are also brighter. This trend is similar for
both spectroscopically confirmed and photometri-
7Delay time is the time between the formation of the SN
progenitor and the occurrence of the SN.
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Fig. 3.— Distribution of SNe Ia with redshift (z),
light-curve width (x1), color (c), and Hubble resid-
ual (∆µ). Red histograms are for spectroscopi-
cally confirmed SNe Ia and blue histograms are
for photometrically classified SNe Ia.
cally classified SNe Ia. We also note that both
stretch and color of SDSS SNe Ia that are photo-
metrically classified (∼ 0.2 < z < 0.5) have larger
scatter. This could be due to the contamination
from core collapse SNe.
We present light-curve properties in Appendix
A.
2.4. Host Galaxies
2.4.1. Host Galaxy Identification
The CfA and CSP surveys targeted SNe that
were discovered in surveys that searched for tran-
sients in nearby galaxies. Therefore, host galaxies
for SNe Ia that are observed in these two surveys
are known a priori. But this is not the case for
the SDSS-II and SNLS supernova surveys, which
are rolling surveys that target ‘blank’ regions of
the sky. In these surveys, SNe Ia are discovered
first and then the best matching host galaxies are
identified later. SN Ia host galaxy coordinates
for SDSS-II SNe Ia are available from Sako et al.
(2014). Host galaxy coordinates of SNLS SNe Ia
are obtained from the SNLS collaboration (Hardin
et al., private communication). Both SDSS-II and
SNLS employ similar methods to identify host
galaxies. The nearest neighbor along the line of
sight is not always the correct host.
As described in Sako et al. (2014), for each
SN Ia, SDSS-II begins searching for potential host
galaxies within 30 arcseconds of the SN Ia using
the r-band catalogs from DR8. The ellipsoidal
shapes of these galaxies are then determined. The
second moments of the r-band light distribution
are used to derive the ellipticity and orientation of
the ellipse. The semi-major axis of the ellipse is
calculated from the r-band Petrosian half-light ra-
dius. The ellipsoidal light radius in the direction
of the SN Ia is determined for each host candi-
date, which is termed the Directional Light Ra-
dius (DLR). The angular separation between SN
Ia and a potential host is then normalized by this
DLR and this normalized distance is called dDLR.
For a given SN Ia, the dDLR values are ranked
with increasing values and the first in the list is
selected to be the host galaxy of that SN Ia.
The SNLS SN Ia host identification process is
described in Kronborg et al. (2010) and in Hardin
et al. (in preparation). It relies on two criteria.
First, the normalised distances d between a SN
Ia and potential host galaxies are computed us-
ing the shape parameters from SExtractor (Bertin
& Arnouts 1996). When no galaxies are found
within d < 1.8 of the SN Ia, the host of the SN
is marked as undetected. Second, in the case of
multiple host candidates, it is required that the
photometric redshift of the host galaxy and the
spectroscopic redshift of the SN Ia are consistent.
2.4.2. Host Galaxy Photometry
The aim of this paper is to study how the host
galaxies of SNe Ia influence the properties of SNe
Ia and the cosmological inferences that are made
from them. Therefore, deriving host galaxy prop-
erties is an important part of this paper. Host
galaxy properties are already available from previ-
ous studies. It is suitable to use them if one wants
to study SNe Ia and host galaxies from a partic-
ular survey. But if one wants to combine SNe Ia
and their host galaxies from different surveys, it
is important that the properties of all host galax-
ies are derived in an consistent manner, starting
from the photometry through to deriving physical
properties.
With this motivation, we analyze host galaxies
for all the SNe Ia mentioned in Tables 1 and 2.
In the following sections, we describe the methods
that we use to obtain properties of hosts from the
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Fig. 4.— Left : SN Ia stretch with redshift. As we look back in time, SNe Ia tend to have larger stretch.
Right : SN Ia color with redshift. Due to Malmquist bias, we find bluer SNe Ia at larger redshifts.
calibrated images.
To create a uniform sample of host galaxies, we
use ugriz photometry for all host galaxies in our
sample. Our sample ranges from low redshift to
high redshift. Low redshift host galaxies are gen-
erally bright and resolved, whereas high redshift
hosts are considerably fainter and barely resolved.
Therefore, for the low-redshift SN Ia hosts, sin-
gle frame images have sufficient signal-to-noise for
deriving photometry. For the high-redshift hosts,
image stacking is necessary.
For SDSS-II SN Ia host galaxies, we obtain cali-
brated image frames from DR10 of SDSS. For each
SN Ia host, we obtain multiple image frames and
co-add them to make a deeper image. We use
the frames that have better than 2 arcseconds see-
ing in the r-band and are not contaminated by
SN light. We use the IRAF8 task imcombine to
combine multiple images. After the co-addition is
done, we align the images from all filters using the
Swarp9 .
For SNLS SN Ia host galaxies, deep images are
constructed for each season (a season corresponds
to the six consecutive months during which the
field was observed). By definition, these seasonal
stacks will not be contaminated by the light of
SNe that occur in other seasons10. We have ob-
8http://iraf.noao.edu/
9http://terapix.iap.fr/soft/swarp/
10This is true for most SNe. Exception include superluminous
tained these stacked images from the SNLS col-
laboration (Hardin et al., private communication).
Deep stacks are constructed by selecting 60% of
the images with the best image quality. Trans-
mission and seeing cuts (e.g. FWHM < 1.1 arc-
seconds) are applied. Because there are fewer ex-
posures in the u-band than in the other bands,
less stringent quality cuts are applied to these im-
ages. For the Deep-D2 field, the Terapix11 T0006
D2-u stack is used. Images are co-added using
the Swarp package to produce a large contiguous
one square degree seasonal stacks . These seasonal
stacks are further co-added excluding the season
during which the supernova exploded.
For CfA3, CfA4, and CSP SN Ia hosts, we use
single frame images from SDSS-II.
The resolution that we get from a ground-based
astronomical image is limited by seeing. The res-
olution also varies from filter to filter. For ground
based observations, the PSF is generally broader
in the u-band compared to the redder bands. In
order to treat images in all bands homogeneously
we convolve the images so that the PSF in the con-
volved images matches the PSF in the worst seeing
image. The images of the low-redshift hosts are
not treated in this way as galaxies subtend large
angles on the sky and are relatively unaffected by
the changes in the PSF.
supernovae at high redshifts.
11http://terapix.iap.fr/
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To accomplish the convolution process, we first
create PSFs and convolution kernels for each band.
We use both SExtractor and PSFEx (Bertin 2011).
Using SExtractor, we first create a catalog of point
sources from an image. The configuration file and
the parameter file for SExtractor are carefully set
to extract only point sources. We then feed this
catalog to PSFEx to produce a PSF. The next step
is to create convolution kernels for the g, r, i, and
z-bands by comparing the u-band PSF with each
of the PSFs in g, r, i, and z. We use the IRAF
task psfmatch to create convolution kernels.
2.4.3. Source Extraction and Object Catalog
From host galaxy images, we extract sources
and obtain their photometric and geometric prop-
erties using SExtractor. We use SExtractor in
dual image mode, where a combined ugriz im-
age is used as the detection image. We include
image specific quantities, such as the seeing and
the zero point into the SExtractor configuration
file. We also use weight images to appropriately
weight regions of poor signal-to-noise. By run-
ning SExtracor on images, we obtain multi-band
catalogs for host galaxies. By coordinate match-
ing within two arcseconds, we create tables of host
galaxies that include ugriz magnitudes, uncertain-
ties, and physical parameters including half-light
radius, semi-major and semi-minor axes. We use
MAG AUTO, which is the magnitude determined
by integrating the observed flux over an elliptical
aperture that has the semi-major axis set to 2.5
times the Kron radius.
We apply corrections for galactic extinction.
Reddening estimates, E(B − V ), along each host
galaxies line of sight are obtained from the In-
frared Processing and Analysis Center12 server,
which uses the dust map from Schlegel et al.
(1998). Extinction coefficients (Rλ) for different
bands are calculated using the York Extinction
Solver13 and using the Fitzpatrick extinction law
(Fitzpatrick 1999).
2.4.4. Host Galaxy Properties
With ugriz photometry, we derive host galaxy
stellar mass and sSFR using a SED fitting code
12http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/DUST/
13http://www2.cadc-ccda.hia-iha.nrc-
cnrc.gc.ca/community/YorkExtinctionSolver/
Z-PEG (Le Borgne & Rocca-Volmerange 2002).
Z-PEG uses templates from the PEGASE2 spec-
tral libraries (Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997) and
finds the best fitting templates for host galaxies us-
ing χ2 minimization. We use the default templates
in the Z-PEG code, which includes starburst, el-
liptical, spiral, and irregular galaxies.
We use the Rana & Basu (1992) IMF when de-
riving host galaxy properties. Host galaxy masses
that we derive with this IMF match well with the
recent SNLS host mass estimates (Hardin et al., in
preparation). We also allow the internal extinction
to vary from 0 to 0.3 in steps of 0.05 mag. The
accuracy of using SED fitting techniques to obtain
galaxy properties from photometry is reported for
SDSS-II SN Ia hosts (Lampeitl et al. 2010b). On
average, they find no significant difference between
the galaxy masses obtained with photometry and
with spectra (Kauffmann et al. 2003).
In this context, we note that adding additional
photometry from other bands such as ultra-violet
(UV) and infra-red (IR) can improve the accuracy
of inferring galaxy properties, as the SEDs become
more complete. Such an improvement is shown in
Gupta et al. (2011). Not all of our host galax-
ies have UV and IR images and therefore for con-
sistency we do not use them. We show the host
galaxies in mass-SFR plane in Fig. 5. Host galax-
ies for both the spectroscopic and photometric SN
Ia samples are shown.
For some galaxies, the SFR reported by Z-PEG
is zero. They are passive galaxies with no on-
going star-formation. They are placed randomly
between Log10(SFR) = −1.5 and Log10(SFR) =
−1.7 and can be seen as horizontal bands in Fig. 5.
An important feature in Fig. 5 is the striping
event along the galaxy main sequence. Galaxies
tend to line up along diagonal bands. Other stud-
ies that have used Z-PEG also found similar be-
havior (e.g., Sullivan et al. 2010). Using a differ-
ent SED fitting code this stripping can be reduced
without altering main results. We discuss this fur-
ther in Section 4.2.
We note that there is a deficiency of low-mass
star-forming galaxies in the photometric sample.
There are two likely reasons for this. Firstly, SNe
Ia from the photometrically classified sample are
at higher redshifts than SNe Ia from the spectro-
scopically confirmed sample. Hence, we will start
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to loose low mass galaxies in the photometrically
classified sample first because it is more difficult to
get redshifts for these galaxies. Secondly, the spec-
troscopically confirmed sample was defined using
the spectrum of the SNe Ia. Some of these may
have occurred in low mass galaxies that are bright
enough to obtain a mass but would have been too
faint to get a redshift if they were in the photo-
metrically classified sample.
We use r-band images to calculate the distance
between the SN Ia and the centre of its host, and
normalize this distance with the half-light radius
of the host. We call this normalized projected dis-
tance (NPD). We note that NPD measurements
can be biased at higher redshifts because the see-
ing disk is similar to the angular size of the galaxy.
We also calculate the axial ratio14 of host galax-
ies by measuring the ratio of semi-major (a) and
semi-minor (b) axes. SExtractor output param-
eters A IMAGE and B IMAGE are used to esti-
mate a and b. The axial ratio measurement can
also be biased at high redshift. Seeing will make
more distant galaxies rounder than they actually
are.
We use the distributions of derived host galaxy
properties, as shown in Fig. 6, to create SN Ia sub-
sets that we then compare. We take the median
values for host stellar mass, sSFR, and axial ratio
to split the sample into paris of subsets so that an
equal number of objects are in each subset. With
the NPD, we split the sample at 1.00 to separate
SNe Ia inside and outside the half-light radii of
host galaxies.
As can be clearly seeing in Fig. 6, the host
properties of the photometrically classified sample
and the spectroscopically confirmed sample differ
in in terms of host stellar mass, NPD, and ax-
ial ratio. We have already noted that obtaining
redshifts for the hosts of photometrically classified
SNe Ia are easier when the hosts are brighter and
hence massive. This explains why the hosts of the
photometrically classified SNe Ia are more mas-
sive compared to the hosts of the spectroscopically
confirmed SNe Ia. On average, hosts of the pho-
tometrically classified SNe Ia are rounder as they
have higher axial ratios. Since these galaxies are
more distant, they will appear rounder because of
seeing. Seeing may also be the reason why we find
14Axial ratio can be considered as the shape of a galaxy.
the hosts in the photometrically classified sample
tend to have lower NPD.
We present physical properties of host galaxies
in Appendix B.
3. SN Ia-Host Galaxy Correlations
After deriving SN Ia light-curves and host
galaxy properties, we examine the correlations
between them. We first look at the offsets in the
mean properties of SNe Ia that have been split
into two samples according to the properties of
their hosts. Thereafter, we study how these offsets
evolve with redshift. Finally we fit cosmology to
each subset independently and investigate changes
in best-fit parameters.
To investigate how SN Ia properties vary with
host galaxy properties, we calculate the weighted
mean of the SN Ia property that is being examined
(e.g. color, or stretch) in each subset. Recall that
we create SN Ia subsets based on the property of
the hosts, namely host mass, sSFR and axial ra-
tio. There is a pair of subsets for each property,
split by the median value of the property. An ad-
ditional pair of subsets is based on the normalized
projected distance (NPD) between the SN Ia and
the centre of its host. The split points are listed
in Table 3.
We include intrinsic scatter of data with the
individual errors when calculating the weighted
mean. For every SN Ia property, we calculate
the intrinsic scatter by subtracting the average
error from the standard deviation of that prop-
erty. For a pair of subsets, we define the off-
set between subsets as the difference between the
weighted means. The significance of an offset is
determined by adding the errors in the weighted
means in quadrature. This procedure is repeated
for all pairs of subsets.
The offsets in weighted means between the pairs
of subsets for x1, c, and ∆µ are given in Table 3.
We plot the corresponding distributions in Figure
7.
3.1. SN Ia Stretch and Host Properties
In our study, we find that SN Ia stretch is cor-
related with host stellar mass and sSFR in such
a way that low-stretch SNe Ia are hosted in high
mass hosts and in hosts with low sSFRs. Between
low- and high-mass galaxies, SNe Ia stretch varies
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Fig. 5.— SN Ia host galaxies in the mass-SFR plane. Left : host galaxies of spectroscopically confirmed
SNe Ia. Right : host galaxies of photometrically classified SNe Ia. The diagonal banding in these fig-
ures comes from the limited star formation histories used in the Z-PEG templates (see text and Section
4.2). Purely passive galaxies, for which no SFR was measured, are distributed randomly between SFR of
10−1.7 to 10−1.5 M/yr. Note the lack of low mass hosts in the photometrically classified sample.
Table 3: Offsets in mean SN Ia properties between the subsets in our sample. Statistical significances of
offsets are shown within parentheses. The units of split points are as shown in Fig. 6.
Property Split Point Bin Difference
x1 c ∆µ
Mass 10.53 0.44 (9.2σ) 0.01 (0.8σ) 0.05 (5.3σ)
sSFR -9.68 0.40 (8.3σ) 0.01 (0.5σ) 0.03 (2.2σ)
NPD 1.00 0.10 (2.1σ) 0.01 (0.4σ) 0.01 (0.3σ)
Axial Ratio 0.82 0.03 (0.5σ) 0.01 (0.7σ) 0.03 (2.5σ)
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Fig. 6.— Distributions of derived host properties
for spectroscopically confirmed (red histograms)
and photometrically classified (blue histograms)
SNe Ia. We note that distributions of stellar mass
are very distinct. Hosts of photometrically classi-
fied SNe Ia that have redshifts from hosts are more
massive. It immediately reminds us that it is eas-
ier to get redshifts from brighter, massive hosts.
by 0.44 (9.2σ) and between low- and high-sSFR
it varies by 0.40 (8.3σ). Previous studies such as
Hamuy et al. (1996), Sullivan et al. (2006), Sul-
livan et al. (2010), and Neill et al. (2009) have
found similar results. Stretch is independent of
NPD or host axial ratio. The offsets in these cases
are insignificant.
3.2. SN Ia Color and Host Properties
The SALT2.4 color is a combination of the in-
trinsic color of SN Ia and reddening from dust in
the host galaxy. We see that SN Ia color does
not depend on any of the host properties that
we explore. Childress et al. (2013) report a cor-
relation between SN Ia color and host metallic-
ity from SuperNova Factory data, where very red
(c > 0.2) SNe Ia are found in high-metallicity
hosts. The lack of clear offsets in SN Ia color be-
tween subsets is unexpected. Galaxies have metal-
licity gradients. The outskirts of galaxies tend to
have lower metallicities. If metallicity drives SN
color, the lack of an offset between samples when
split by color is puzzling. Star-forming galaxies
have a dusty environments, and one might expect
that SNe Ia would be redder in galaxies that are
dustier. More massive star-forming galaxies tend
to be dustier. A recent finding from Anderson
et al. (2015) provides partial support for this idea:
they find that redder SNe Ia are associated with
HII regions.
3.3. SN Ia Hubble Residual and Host
Properties
The Hubble residual is the difference between
the observed distance modulus and the best-fit
model distance modulus. We define the Hubble
residual, as ∆µ ≡ µo − µm. In this definition, a
negative Hubble residual means that the SN Ia is
brighter. To compute the Hubble residual, we fit
our data according to the procedure that we de-
scribe later in Section 3.6. Our results show that
the Hubble residual varies with host mass, sSFR,
and axial ratio. After correction for stretch and
color, SNe Ia are brighter in high-mass galaxies
by 0.05 mag (5.3σ). Our results are consistent
with previous studies (e.g., Sullivan et al. 2010,
Childress et al. 2013). Our results do not show a
strong dependence between SN Ia brightness and
the location of SN Ia with respect to its hosts.
3.4. Distribution Comparison
After studying SN Ia properties between pairs
of subsets in previous sections (also see Fig. 7), we
can ask the question whether the distributions of
SN Ia properties and Hubble residuals in the var-
ious subsets differ. A popular test for this is the
two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. The
null hypothesis is that the two groups are drawn
from the same parent distribution. The p-values
that we calculate from the K-S test for the cu-
mulative distributions of SN Ia color, stretch and
the Hubble residual are shown in Table 4. We
can reject the null hypothesis and state that SN
Ia stretch and Hubble residuals are different when
SNe Ia are split according to either mass or sSFR,
since p-values are less than 10%. There is also ev-
idence that SNe Ia differ in color in the subsets
that are split according to the axial ratio of the
host galaxy. We find no evidence for a relation-
ship between the properties of SNe Ia and their
location with respect to the centers of their host
galaxies. The impact these differences have on cos-
mological inference is a question that we address
in Section 3.6.
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Fig. 7.— Dependence of SN Ia properties (left: stretch, middle: color, and right: Hubble residual) on host galaxy properties
(top row: mass, second row: sSFR, third row: NPD, and bottom row: axial ratio) for our sample. On the left panel of each
plot, grayscale points represent data, blue lines represent weighted means of the two subsets, and green dashed lines define the
borders between subsets. On the right panel of each plot, the red and blue histograms show the stretch distribution of the two
subsets. In the plots with sSFR (second row) we plot passive hosts randomly between 10−11.7/yr and 10−11.5/yr. In the top
two left panels, it can be clearly seen that SNe Ia have significantly narrower stretches when they are hosted in galaxies that
are either massive or with low rates of star formation relative to their mass (sSFR). SN Ia stretch does not seem to depend on
where SNe Ia are located with respect to the centre of their hosts (NPD), or with the shape of their hosts (axial ratio). We
find that SN Ia color does not seem to vary with any host property. On average, SNe Ia are more luminous in massive galaxies
and galaxies with low sSFR. Table 3 shows the significances of these results.
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Table 4: D-statistics (and p-values) of the K-S
test.
Property x1 c ∆µ
Mass 0.22 (0%) 0.09 (22%) 0.13 (1%)
sSFR 0.20 (0%) 0.03 (99%) 0.12 (1% )
NPD 0.05 (77%) 0.06 (63%) 0.07 (46%)
Axial Ratio 0.06 (55%) 0.10 (8%) 0.08 (30%)
3.5. Redshift Evolution of the Offsets in
SNe Ia Properties
We have built a SN Ia sample that have red-
shifts that range between 0.01 < z < 1.2. This
means that we are studying SN Ia properties up
to the time when the universe was almost half of
its present age. This allows us to study how the
offsets between SN Ia subsets change with time.
Since galaxies evolve with time, we can hypothe-
size that the offsets that we have already seen may
change with redshift.
We divide our sample into four redshift bins in
such a way that each bin contains equal numbers
(≈ 334) of SNe Ia. The resulting redshift bins
are z < 0.152, 0.152 ≤ z < 0.270, 0.270 ≤ z ≤
0.427, and z > 0.427. In Fig. 8 we show how the
offsets evolve with redshift.
First we see how the offset in stretch changes
with redshift. The left panels of Fig. 8 shows the
redshift evolution of the offset in stretch according
to different host properties. The offset in stretch
between SNe Ia in low and high mass galaxies does
not seem to evolve with redshift. This is also true
for the offset in stretch between low and high sSFR
hosts. The offset in stretch between the NPD sub-
sets and axial ratio subsets are also consistent with
no evolution.
Next we investigate how the offset in SN Ia color
changes with redshift. With host stellar mass,
sSFR, NPD, and axial ratio subsets, the offsets
does not evolve with redshift (Fig. 8, middle pan-
els).
Finally, we study how the offset in the Hub-
ble residual changes with redshift (Fig. 8, right
panels). In the literature (Childress et al. 2014)
the offset in the Hubble residual with galaxy mass
is referred to as the Hubble residual mass-step.
There are three recent papers where the evolution
in the Hubble residual mass-step has been stud-
ied. These are Rigault et al. (2013), B14, and
Childress et al. (2014). Rigault et al. (2013) give
a toy model that predicts evolution in the Hubble
residual mass step with redshift. Childress et al.
(2014) predict a change of Hubble residual mass-
step utilizing the fact that the spread in galaxy
ages decreases with redshift. Our results do not
show any significant evolution in the Hubble resid-
ual mass-step with redshift. Previously, B14 also
obtained a similar conclusion. We do not find any
significant evolution of the offset in the Hubble
residual with host sSFR, axial ratio, and NPD.
3.6. Shifts in Cosmological Parameters
Between Subsets
We have seen that SN Ia luminosities (Hubble
residuals) vary mostly with host galaxy mass. In
a given sample, where SNe Ia are not separated in
terms of host mass, this luminosity variation will
remain. It is natural to investigate whether this
biases the cosmological inference or not. A way to
investigate this is to obtain the cosmological in-
ference from the subsets and calculate the shifts
between a pair of subsets. The subsets that we fit
are listed in Table 3. We first describe the cosmol-
ogy fitting method following Uddin et al. (2017)
and B14. Thereafter we present our results.
We compute observed distance modulus using
derived B-band peak magnitude (mB), light-curve
width (x1), and color(c) of SNe Ia, and the fitted
slopes of the color-luminosity (β) and light-curve
width-luminosity relations (α). The slopes α and
β and the absolute magnitude MB come from the
cosmological fit. We compute observed distance
moduli as:
µo = mB + αx1 − βc−MB (3)
The cosmology dependence in the above equa-
tion resides in luminosity distance dL. We define
the Hubble residual as ∆µ ≡ µo − µm. Here µm
is the model distance moduli. Hubble residuals
give us a measure of how much brighter or dimmer
SNe Ia are with respect to the best fit cosmology.
We fit cosmological parameters (Ωm, w) together
(wCDM) or Ωm alone (ΛCDM) along with nui-
sance variables (α, β, MB). We minimize:
χ2 = ∆µ†C−1∆µ (4)
Following B14, C is defined as
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Fig. 8.— Redshift evolution of offsets in SN Ia properties between subsets. Left : stretch, middle: color, and
right : Hubble residuals. From top to bottom: offsets between SN Ia subsets in mass, sSFR, NPD, and axial
ratio. In each case dashed lines show the redshift-independent offsets (values from Table 3).
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C = ACηA
†+diag
(
5σz
zlog10
)2
+diag(σ2lens)+diag(σ
2
int)
(5)
where Cη contains statistical and systematic
uncertainties. Matrix A is defined in equation
12 in B14. The second term of Equation 5 is
due peculiar velocities and can be expressed as
cσz = 150 kms
−1 (Conley et al. 2011). The third
term is due gravitational lensing, which is ex-
pressed as σlens = 0.055× z (Jo¨nsson et al. 2010).
The last term in Equation 5 represents the in-
trinsic dispersion σint, which represents the excess
dispersion after standardization. We do know this
term is needed as SNe Ia are not fully standard-
ized and we yet do not know what causes the extra
dispersion in their luminosities (see Conley et al.
2011). For the global sample, we first fit σint as a
free parameter using the restricted log-likelihood
method (Equation 14 of B14) and derive the best-
fit value for σint. We use this value to derive final
cosmological parameters by minimizing Equation
4.
In our analysis, we use Malmquist bias cor-
rections. For the spectroscopically confirmed
sample, we have used the corrections listed in
B14, originally calculated in (Conley et al. 2011).
Malmquist bias corrections were calculated for
each survey and they are redshift dependent. For
the photometrically classified sample, we have cal-
culated redshift dependent Malmquist bias using
the trend found in B14.
We use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
method to explore the χ2 likelihood for the Equa-
tion 4 and derive best-fit cosmological parameters.
We then take a pair of subsets based on the host
property and calculate the shifts between the cos-
mological parameters. Table 5 shows these shifts
for both ΛCDM and wCDM cosmological frame-
works. It is easy to see that shifts in ΩM and w
are insignificant.
The importance of our finding is that, even
though SN Ia properties correlate with some of the
properties of hosts, they do not affect the cosmo-
logical inference. Sullivan et al. (2011) have de-
rived cosmological parameters with SNe Ia from
SNLS and low-redshift surveys and have found
that cosmological parameters remain consistent
between two samples segregated by host galaxy
mass (see Table 8 of that paper). Our results sup-
port this earlier finding with a larger SNe Ia sam-
ple. While this is true for the current sample, we
may start to see difference in future SN Ia sam-
ples, which will be even larger than the one used
here.
3.7. Intrinsic Scatter (σint)
Here we examine the homogeneity of SN Ia lu-
minosities in various subsets. To do this, we set
the intrinsic scatter (σint) as a free parameter in
the fit. We show them in Table 6. For SNe Ia in
hosts with high-sSFRs, we obtain σint = 0.08 ±
0.01 mag. The full sample has σint = 0.12 ± 0.01
mag. Therefore, we observe a 4σ reduction in the
intrinsic scatter. This is an indication that SNe Ia
in high-sSFR hosts are better standard candles.
With more data from ongoing and future surveys,
the significance of this result might increase fur-
ther. This result is expected according to the pre-
diction made in Childress et al. (2014), which says
that SNe Ia are more homogeneous in high star-
forming hosts due to smaller delay times.
In the study by Rigault et al. (2013), SNe Ia as-
sociated with local Hα emission, which is related
to active star-formation, are found to be more ho-
mogeneous compared to the whole sample. Re-
cently (Kelly et al. 2015) have found that SNe Ia
exploding in regions of high star formation sur-
face densities have σint ≈ 0.065− 0.075 mag. We
note that these two studies have been performed
with a handful of SNe Ia and are restricted to low-
redshift (z < 0.05). Our finding is therefore im-
portant since it covers a wider redshift range and
contains more SNe Ia.
4. Discussion
4.1. Comparing Results with Previous
Studies
Our results agree with previous studies quali-
tatively. Using a low-redshift sample, Kelly et al.
(2010) found a Hubble residual offset of 0.094 ±
0.045 mag between low and high mass galaxies.
With a larger sample, Sullivan et al. (2010) also
found that SNe Ia are brighter in massive hosts by
0.08 mag with 4σ confidence. Later studies such
as Childress et al. (2013) and Pan et al. (2014)
also had similar findings. Our finding that SNe Ia
are bright in massive hosts by 0.05 mag with 5.3σ
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Table 5: Shifts in cosmological parameters between pairs of subsets. Significances of shifts are shown in
parentheses.
ΛCDM wCDM
SN Ia Subsets δΩm δΩm δw
Low-high mass hosts 0.06 (0.5σ) 0.12 (0.8σ) 0.15 (0.2σ)
Low-high sSFR hosts 0.02 (0.2σ) 0.13 (0.7σ) 0.23 (0.5σ)
Low-high NPD hosts 0.05 (0.4σ) 0.16 (0.6σ) 0.22 (0.3σ)
Low-high axial ratio hosts 0.01 (0.1σ) 0.13 (0.7σ) 0.39 (0.8σ)
Table 6: Intrinsic scatter (σint) in different subsets. The least scatter is found for SNe Ia in hosts with
high-sSFRs. Uncertainties in each case is ∼ 0.01.
Low-mass High-mass Low-sSFR High-sSFR Low-NPD High-NPD Low-axial High-axial
0.092 0.137 0.148 0.088 0.124 0.117 0.110 0.132
confidence is in agreement with other studies. Also
our finding that SNe Ia have narrower stretches in
massive hosts agrees with previous findings such
as Sullivan et al. (2010) and Pan et al. (2014).
When comparing the Hubble residual difference
in low- and high-sSFR hosts, Pan et al. (2014)
found a difference of 0.070 mag (1.7σ) in contrast
to our value which is 0.04 mag (2.1σ). Previously
D’Andrea et al. (2011), who used spectra to derive
the sSFR, found a 3.1σ difference where sSFR rate
is derived from host spectra.
For SDSS-II SNe Ia, Galbany et al. (2012) sep-
arated hosts morphologically and found that SN
Ia color decreases significantly (4σ) with the pro-
jected distance from host centers for spiral galax-
ies and that light-curve widths decrease with the
projected distance for elliptical galaxies. They
found no significant correlation between the Hub-
ble residual and the projected distance. We have
not performed a morphological classification as
that is possible only with low-redshift hosts (e.g.
not possible for most of the SNLS SNe Ia). For our
sample, we find that SNe Ia that are further away
from the centers of the hosts have lower stretches
by 0.1 (2.1σ), are slightly bluer by 0.01 (0.4σ), and
are fainter by 0.01 mag (0.3σ). The variation of
SN Ia properties and Hubble residual with host
galaxy axial ratio has not been studied elsewhere
and therefore we cannot compare our results with
the literature.
4.2. Use of a Different SED Fitting Code
As we have discussed in Section 2.4.4, galaxies
are found to form diagonal bands along the mass-
SFR plane (see Fig. 5). The amount of banding
can be reduced if we use a different SED fitting
code, such as Le PHARE (Arnouts & Ilbert 2011).
We repeated part of the analysis using the masses
and SFRs from Le PHARE. Our results did not
change significantly.
5. Summary and Outlook
In this paper we have compiled a sample of
1338 spectroscopically confirmed and photometri-
cally classified SNe Ia from the CSP, CfA, SDSS-II,
and SNLS surveys and have uniformly derived the
properties of SNe Ia and their hosts. We have
studied the offsets in SN Ia properties between
subsets. We have also examined the evolution of
these offsets with redshift. We have fitted cosmo-
logical models to each subset. Here we summarize
our main findings:
(a) SNe Ia are significantly more luminous in
high-mass galaxies (∼ 5.0σ).
(b) Faster declining SNe Ia are preferentially
found in high mass galaxies (9.2σ) and in
galaxies with low sSFR (5.1σ).
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(c) These differences are independent of red-
shift.
(d) Shifts in cosmological parameters in both
ΛCDM and in wCDM frameworks are in-
significant between subsets.
(e) SNe Ia that explode in high-sSFR hosts
have the least intrinsic scatter in their light-
curve corrected luminosities (σint = 0.08 ±
0.01 mag)
Several studies have tried to explain the vari-
ation of SN Ia properties with their host. For
example, radioactive decay of 56Ni is thought to
power the observed luminosity and stretch of SNe
Ia. Timmes et al. (2003) suggested a relationship
between ejected 56Ni mass and host metallicity. If
such a relationship exists, then it might account
for some of these correlations that we see in this
work because of the galaxy mass-metallicity rela-
tion.
To better constrain host galaxy properties,
it will be useful to add additional information
from other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Along with optical photometry, data from GALEX
(ultraviolet) and Spitzer (near and mid infra-red)
can be added to improve (Gupta et al. 2011) the
measurements of host galaxy properties. High-
resolution measurements of the local environments
near to the SNe Ia explosion sites, using optical in-
tegral field spectroscopy and high-resolution imag-
ing, may give more insight onto the systematics in
SNe Ia cosmology coming from host environments.
Current and future (e.g., DES, LSST respec-
tively) surveys will discover many thousands SNe
using photometry alone. Only a small fraction
will have spectroscopic confirmation15. For DES,
redshifts for most SNe will be obtained from host
spectra while for LSST, most of the redshifts will
come from SED fitting (photo-z). DES alone will
produce ∼ 3000 SNe Ia in its five year campaign
(Bernstein et al. 2012). A great advantage of hav-
ing a large number of SNe Ia from a single survey
is better control of systematic uncertainties. The
challenge that will remain is to reduce astrophys-
ical systematic errors due to SN Ia-host correla-
tions. Our methodology that we have established
15For example, about 20% of the DES SNe will have spectro-
scopic confirmation.
in this work can be applied to DES SNe Ia. It
may eventually lead to tighter constraints on the
properties of dark energy. We discuss cosmologi-
cal constraints from a DES-like SNe Ia sample in
a separate paper (Uddin et al. 2017).
We thank Chris Blake of Swinburne University of Tech-
nology for helpful discussion regarding statistical analysis.
We also thank Mark Sullivan of University of Southamp-
ton for valuable comments on the paper. Part of this re-
search was conducted by the Australian Research Council
Centre of Excellence for All-sky Astrophysics (CAASTRO),
through project number CE110001020. Syed A Uddin was
supported by the Chinese Academy of Sciences President’s
International Fellowship Initiative Grant No. 2016PM014.
This research made use of Astropy, a community-developed
core Python package for Astronomy (Astropy Collabora-
tion et al. 2013).
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